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This powerful, easy to use image processing tool permits you to convert between more than 50 formats. With this application
you can easily export images to the formats BMP, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, GIF and more. Load picture files from the Windows
Explorer, add files to the queue, view and manage up to 20 files in a queue at once. The program supports batch processing. Do
you need to convert a group of images, photos or video clips? In that case, Contenta Converter can automate the task for you:
support batch conversion; you just name the files, specify the settings and the tool converts them. For each picture, you get an
estimate of its volume and a description of the source path. Download large files without delays by downloading in the
background. If you are a professional photographer who does not like to waste time, Contenta Converter is a reliable,
convenient and easy-to-use program for processing images. This software is available for both Windows and Mac. Ease of Use:
It provides a user-friendly interface and simple operation. Product Features: It supports more than 50 formats. A batch
conversion tool. Convert images between BMP, JPG, PNG, TIFF, GIF, etc. Extract EXIF, IPTC and XMP metadata. Use the
"before" and "after" images. Make image adjustments, including black and white, sepia, rotate, flip, blur, sharpen, etc. Preserve
the picture quality and ratio. Remark: If the file type you want to convert is not supported by Contenta Converter, the program
will try the next item in the list. Contenta Converter Developer Description: This image processing tool converts images from
one format to another.The interface is clean and intuitive. You can import images from the file explorer, "drag and drop" or
send them to the queue. The queue lets you preview each file and view the creation date and size as well as the owner and size of
the original image. This way, once you've selected the output format, the program shows an image preview and calculates the
required size. Batch conversion is supported. In the queue you can view the source path, type and size of each picture. So, once
you specify the output extension and path, you can proceed with the task. Before and after comparisons is supported. You can
preview the
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You will not find a program with such a nice and clear interface, which will help you to convert image files between multiple
formats. The program comes with a neat, intuitive, simple and clear interface that will allow you to quickly process image files
with multiple conversion possibilities. The Program Features: Contenta Converter has a user-friendly, clean and intuitive user
interface. It allows you to: * Import images from file or folder (get the source path, type and size) * Image processing is
supported: - Image adjustment (black & white, sepia, rotation, flip, filter, blur, sharpen) - Image size changes - EXIF, IPTC,
XMP metadata preservation - Export to PNG, JPG, BMP, TIFF - Batch processing - Fast processing * Preview the content of
each file * Check size changes in "After" * Preview before and after images * Batch processing * Extracting a preview *
Filtering: - Gaussian blur - Median blur - Zoom effect - Darken - Lighten * Image adjustment/save in EXIF: - Date & time -
GPS coordinates * Image adjustment/save in IPTC: - Name/keywords - Description * Image adjustment/save in XMP: - Author
* Image adjustment/save in meta/time tags/IPTC/EXIF/XMP/JPEG: - Date - Author - Title - Keywords - Copyright *
Adjustment by "color" changes * Adjustment by "composition" changes * Adjustment by "filtering" changes * Adjustment by
"text" changes * Adjustment by "artist" changes * Adjustment by "location" changes * Adjustment by "rating" changes *
Adjustment by "rating" changes * Adjustment by "resolution" changes * Adjustment by "resolution" changes * Adjustment by
"title" changes * Adjustment by "view" changes * Adjustment by "subject" changes * Adjustment by "camera" changes *
Adjustment by "software" changes * Adjustment by "observer" changes * Adjustment by "message" changes * Adjustment by
"flash" changes * Adjustment by "caption" changes * Adjustment by "reviews" changes * Adjustment by "comments
09e8f5149f
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Contenta Converter is a versatile program designed to help you convert image files between multiple formats, including BMP,
JPG, PNG and TIFF. The interface of the application is clean and intuitive. Images can be imported into the list (from file or
folder) by using either the file browser or "drag and drop" method. Batch processing is supported. In the queue you can view the
source path, type and size of each picture. So, once you specify the output extension and path, you can proceed with the task.
Before and after comparisons In addition, you can preview photographs and their "before" and "after" size, move items up and
down in the list, reduce the image size and enable Contenta Converter to preserve EXIF, IPTC and XMP metadata, as well as to
extract the preview. Furthermore, you can make image adjustments when it comes to the color (e.g. black and white, sepia),
composition (e.g. rotate, flip), filtering (e.g. blur, sharpen), authoring (i.e. watermarks) and annotations (e.g. resolution,
description). We haven't come across any issues during our tests and highly recommend Contenta Converter to all users. Free
screenshot tool to capture Screenshot, Capture PNG image from Internet Explorer and Windows. Log in with your online ID,
Password, and Email to get all information about websites, passwords, browser activity and more. A free tool to capture and
save screenshots of websites, including all URL information and any HTML code present on the page. You can extract all
information from the page, including the form data. It works with Internet Explorer and Firefox. A free tool to capture and save
screenshots of websites, including all URL information and any HTML code present on the page. You can extract all
information from the page, including the form data. It works with Internet Explorer and Firefox. A free tool to capture and save
screenshots of websites, including all URL information and any HTML code present on the page. You can extract all
information from the page, including the form data. It works with Internet Explorer and Firefox. A free tool to capture and save
screenshots of websites, including all URL information and any HTML code present on the page. You can extract all
information from the page, including the form data. It works with Internet Explorer and Firefox. A free tool to capture and save
screenshots of
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Program helps you to convert different files and folders Compatible with Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 Convert
files or folders to BMP, JPG, PNG, TIFF Create avi, mp3, jpg or tiff files from your favorite movie or image Add watermarks
to your images Watermark with text or image Convert bmp, jpg, png, tiff, avi to jpg, tiff, avi, mpg, mp3 Convert hd, ftp, http to
tiff Select output folder Split tiff files in folders Add watermark to images Delete images from folder or convert tiff file to
bmp, jpg, png, tiff, avi, mpg, mp3 Select image area Add custom watermarks Adjust resolution and size of image and
watermarks Compatible with Mac OS X 10.5 or later, for this program we recommend 10.6 or later Description: Convert photo
from one format to another Convert photo from one format to another + Convert image from one format to another+ Convert
photos to jpg, tiff, png, mpeg, avi, tga, gif+ Watermark image with text or graphics+ Convert avi to mpeg, vcd, dvd, mov, mp3,
jpg, tiff, png, bmp+ Create jpg, tiff, png, jpeg, bmp, avi, gif+ Split tiff files+ Select image area+ Adjust photos' size+
Customize your image with custom watermarks Contenta Suite Multi Converter is a powerful solution to convert files, images
and entire folders between various formats. The converted files will be saved in the same or different folders. Clean, user-
friendly interface The interface of the application is clean and intuitive. Batch processing is supported. In the list, you can view
the source path, type and size of each photo. So, once you specify the output extension and path, you can proceed with the task.
In the queue you can view the source path, type and size of each picture. So, once you specify the output extension and path,
you can proceed with the task. Before and after comparisons In addition, you can preview photographs and their "before" and
"after" size, move items up and down in the list, reduce
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64-bit or Windows 8 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5 1.7 GHz (or equivalent) Memory: 6 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 460 (1 GB) DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 700
MB available space Additional: JavaScript: Enabled Sound: Enabled Other requirements: The game is ad-supported. This means
that it might have also contain some (
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